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1 Heads up- Trump is losing, big time. He’s scaring some
people w/ his latest threatening statements. I’m here to tell
you this is bluster from a bully w/ dementia. 2020 is a
fantasy. The 3rd term stuff is hysterics. Don’t fall for it. He
is a weak figurehead occupying the WH

2 A headline just crossed that said “Trump will consolidate power...” Seriously, cut

this crap out, grow some courage & go on offense. Trump can’t form a coherent

sentence. His health is cratering & we are witnessing a dementia fueled meltdown w/

crazy statements & yelling.

3 His conspirators who haven't been nailed by Mueller all face legal peril in 18

months for their past deeds & if they go along with his threats now. William Barr is a

putz & is already getting chewed up & is afraid of contempt charges. How's his

oversight of the "origins" going?

4 Even more ridiculous is this business of Trump not leaving office. Bully’s feed on

pushing people's buttons and making them fearful. Trump's robotically lobotomized

base gets a rise from it. Let’s be clear, Trump would no longer be President* & he’d be

removed by Secret Service

5 If Trump was winning... 

-Hope Hicks & Keith Schiller would still be at the White House 

-He wouldn’t be fighting a losing battle to hide his taxes, financials & Mueller report 

-His sister would still be a judge 

-He wouldn’t be the subject of a counterintelligence investigation

6 If Trump was winning… 

-He wouldn’t snap at George Stephanopolus  

-He wouldn’t confess to wanting foreign dirt & then frantically backtrack 

-The majority of his cabinet wouldn’t be “acting” 

-His polling data firm wouldn’t have been fired for not putting out false Trump

numbers

7 If Trump was winning… 

-The Military wouldn’t keep info on our cyberwar w/ Russia from him 

-He’d have a 60% approval rating 

-The House would’ve stayed Red 

-There wouldn’t be multiple news stories about his failing mental health 

-He wouldn’t be the Gimp to Putin in Helsinki

8 If Trump was winning: 
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-He wouldn’t say Don McGhan perjured himself a/b his ordering Mueller fired 

-The Inaugural fund's missing $50 million would be secret & not investigated 

-He wouldn’t be saying impeachment is illegal 

-Don Jr wouldn't have come back for more Senate testimony

9 If Trump was winning: 

-Rick Gates, Hope Hicks & Michael Flynn would not be testifying to Congress 

-His morons wouldn’t say the Steele dossier's exposure of Trump/Russia’s attack on

the US is worse than Trump/Russia’s attack on the US 

-Manafort & Cohen would not be in prison

10 If Trump was winning: 

-He wouldn't be awaiting his own indictment when he leaves office by the SDNY for

the crimes Cohen is in prison for 

-Assange would not be under arrest 

-He could stand up straight 

-He wouldn’t foretell his inevitable resignation with “I don't leave”

11 The wheels are coming off all things Trump & he is on a personal road to hell.

Crimes aside, every other scenario dead ends w/ his dementia decline. MSM &

Congress need to stop being deferential or afraid of his loudness & crazy statements.

Treat him clinically. He's losing.


